kitchens

PROJECT DETAILS
Architects: Studio Moore. Tapware:
‘RingskÄr’ in Chrome from Ikea. Benchtop:
‘White 200’ Natural finish by laminex.
Splashback: White Brick tiles 150 x 75mm,
from Aeria Country Floors. Sink: Double
Bowl ‘LQ100NA2’ by smeg. Cooktop: ‘SIHP294S’
Induction Cooktop by smeg. Oven: 70cm
Classic Single Oven by smeg, available from
domayne. Rangehood: 60cm Wallmount by
smeg. Dishwasher: 60cm Fully integrated
dishwasher by smeg. Microwave: Compact
Combination Oven by smeg. Refrigerator:
271-Litre ‘Retro’ by smeg. joinery: in Birch
plywood by Leigh Wilson – Kitchen

THE flipside
Interior designer Andrea Moore created this freestanding kitchen within a warehouse space that serves
as her brother’s photography studio in Collingwood, Victoria. “The kitchen had to be suitable for
catering and cooking demonstrations while not affecting the versatility of the space as a whole,” she says.
The fittings and fixtures are residential pieces that can be adapted to any home. To increase the amount
of preparation space, a mobile bench with gas cooktop (not pictured) doubles as a kitchen island.
The compact module features separate kitchens on opposite sides of the structure; plumbing is hidden
under a platform that stretches to an existing wall. The kitchen’s light timber contrasts with the brick,
concrete and exposed timber beams of the surrounding studio space, allowing the structure to become the
focal point of the room. “I wanted it to graphically appear like a big cut-out from a solid wooden block,”
says Moore. A retro-look white fridge from Smeg brings a quirky appeal to the modern space.
White subway tiles provide a counterpoint to the kitchen’s pale timber and stainless steel appliances.
When the kitchen is ‘open’, wooden shelves show off a collection of glassware, crockery and books;
when the hatch is folded down, it is transformed into a minimal birch plywood backdrop.
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